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ABSTRACT
Gender inequity is a rampant social issue in developing countries that permeates many
subsets of society such as schools, workplaces, and government positions. Significant research
and even entities such as the United Nations have declared empowering coaches and athletes to
promote gender equity through youth sport as one way this problem can be remedied (Wright et
al., 2016). In line with this, Dr. Jacobs, myself, and six other NIU students spent our spring
semester preparing and delivering the Belizeans Advocating for Equity (BAE) Sports Summit,
the first women’s sports summit in Belize, a country located in Central America. The summit’s
main purpose was to foster awareness and understanding of gender inequities in sport in Belize
by inspiring an open dialogue that prompted individuals and communities to take action to
empower women and girls through sport. The scope of the summit included harnessing voices,
creating open lines of communications between attendees, and ultimately prompting action plans
to be implemented within their perspective organizations. The summit was successfully delivered
to 50 sport administrators throughout the country and evaluation data was collected, indicating
exceptional levels of program effectiveness and participant learning.
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Ben Lee
4/8/20
Capstone Summary: BAE Sports Summit 2020
This semester, my Honors Capstone Project centered around preparation and delivery of
the first women’s sports summit in Belize, which we named the Belizeans Advocating for Equity
(BAE) Sports Summit. This summit was put on by a team of eight students and faculty from
NIU, the Belize National Sports Council (NSC), and the Belize Department of Youth Services
(DYS). It was organized to address a lack of interest, participation, and support for female sport
in Belize. Our team had four team leaders (“BAE 1s”) including myself and four selected
students based on applications and interviews (“BAE 2s”). My role as a team leader involved
administration of introductory sport clinics, mentorship of our “BAE 2s”, and assembly of the
summit training manual, which is presented as a part of my Capstone here.
Once assembled, our team of eight worked from January through March with our
Belizean partners to plan and execute a three-day summit from March 11th-13th at the National
Sports Council’s headquarters in Belize City. The objective of the summit was to foster
awareness and understanding of gender inequities in sport in Belize by inspiring an open
dialogue that prompted individuals and communities to take action to empower women and girls
through sport. Mornings consisted of summit sessions presented by our team to 50 individuals
from various organizations that were invited throughout the country. These morning sessions
were discussion-based around topics such as using sport for social change, understanding
societal barriers that women in sport face, and creating action plans within their perspective
organizations. Afternoons consisted of introductory sport clinics for local Belizean girls (ages 914). I was personally in charge of planning and executing these clinics. Our “BAE 2s” lead
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introductory sport stations for volleyball, basketball, football (soccer), and dance. Over the
course of three days, we had about 180 girls participate in the clinics. The objective of the clinics
was to expose girls to new sports, foster enjoyment, and give them a sense of strength and
empowerment through sport to foster life skills such as leadership and teamwork. During the
clinics, summit attendees either helped a “BAE 2” coach the girls at a station or observed a clinic
station.
Looking back, I believe that our summit left a big impact on everyone involved. Many
frustrations and societal barriers were discussed in an open, respectful manner. Collaborative
relationships were also formed. One big theme of the summit is that for societal change to
happen, hard work must be done at the grassroots level in order to create enough attention for the
government to push for policy changes. Each summit attendee walked away from the three days
with specific, written action plans for them to execute when they returned to their local
communities. Our summit also garnered national attention, as we were featured on “Open Your
Eyes,” a nationally broadcasted talk show as well as the evening news. In addition, our team
members from NIU, myself included, left with new, deep relationships with Belizeans that we
bonded with throughout the summit.
Personally, my leadership role involved administration of the sport clinics, mentorship of
our four selected “BAEs”, and assembly of the summit training manual. Prior to the trip, I
worked with our in-country partners from the NSC to ensure that we had the appropriate
facilities and equipment for the summit and clinic. In addition, Dr. Jacobs tasked me with
overseeing, structuring, and planning the introductory sports clinics. Preparation for this included
assigning specific roles to our BAEs, creating a clinic schedule, and assisting BAEs in preparing
their teaching curriculum for their specific sport. My main project was assembling the summit
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training manual, which included examples of icebreakers, summit session handouts, and outlines
for clinic stations. The main goal of the training manual was to provide summit attendees a handon, informative guide to our summit’s content and mission.
This summit helped me grow as a leader in so many ways. First, the task of leading the
girl’s sport clinics really forced me to be more flexible and decisive in real time, volatile
environments. At times, my “best laid plans” had to be amended due to varying circumstances.
As a leader, I had to be able to think on my feet, be adaptable, adjust based on efficiency and
effectiveness, and communicate those adjustments to my team in a calm, clear manner. Second,
collaborating with Belizean leaders before and during the summit increased my ability to
communicate and build relationships cross-culturally, even remotely through emails, texts, and
video calls. We could not have put on this summit without our partners Kaya and Enid from the
NSC and DYS. Third, mentoring and observing our four new “BAEs” grow into their leadership
roles on this trip taught me how to be an empowering leader. Some of this knowledge was
gleaned through learning in the moment, but I also prepared by reading a leadership/coaching
book by Jon Gordon, called The Power of a Positive Team, that allowed me to implement
evidence-based strategies into my practice. For example, I learned that empowering leaders are
leaders that give the “what”, “why”, and “when”, but leave the “how” to be done by their
mentees. Finally, putting together this training manual taught me the value of group
collaboration and preparation. Our team had to fit our presentations and stations together into
one, cohesive summit, which demonstrated itself in the training manual. The final product of our
team’s work in the manual also showed our Belizean attendees that we were prepared to give
them a hands-on learning experience.
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I am so thankful to Dr. Jacobs and our team for giving me the opportunity to help lead
and execute this summary. She truly challenged and empowered me to be a better communicator,
collaborator, coach, and leader through this experience. The inspiring Belizean coaches and
community leaders that I now know as friends will forever hold a special place in my heart. I
have and will continue to stay in touch with these people as we all strive to push for gender
equity and social change in Belize.
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Completed and edited for clarity by: Benjamin Lee
Contributing authors: Dr. Jennifer Jacobs, Karisa Fuerniss, Emma Baumert, Kelsey Kunz, Lisa
Wajrowski, Barrett Kaeb, and Joe Mwachullah
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Belizeans Advocating for Equity Sports Summit Schedule
March 11-13, 2020
Marion Jones Sports Complex, Belize City

10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, March 11
Theme: See
Registration at Mexico
Center at Marion Jones
Welcome, Introduction,
and Icebreaker Game
The Power of Sport

Thursday, March 12
Theme: Understand
Social Time and
Networking
Review, Introduction, and
Icebreaker Game
Brainstorming Barriers

11:00 a.m.

Women in Sport Panel

Facing Change Head On

Friday, March 13
Theme: Act
Social Time and
Networking
Review, Introduction,
and Icebreaker Game
Funding and
Collaboration
Action Planning

Observe Youth Sport
Clinic for Girls
Debrief

LUNCH
Observe Youth Sport
Clinic for Girls
Debrief

Observe Youth Sport
Clinic for Girls
Celebration

8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.4:00 p.m.

Table of Contents
Introduction: Background Information and Meet the BAE Team!
Chapter 1: Icebreakers and Team-Building Activities
Chapter 2: Summit Presentations
Chapter 3: Introductory Sport Clinics for Girls
Appendix: Additional Resources for Youth Sports in Belize
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Background, Mission, and Vision of
BAE Sports Summit 2020
Background
Youth sports are a powerful tool for developing psychological, social, and leadership skills
essential for success in life. Skills such as discipline, focus, teamwork, communication, and
building trust are directly transferrable from sport to life. Thus, sport is a universal right that
should be promoted for and accessed by any individual that choses to participate. The
overarching cultural norm in Belize is that women and girls are less involved in sports. At times,
young girls lack interest and participation in youth sports such as basketball, football, volleyball,
softball, dance, and fitness. As a result, these girls lose out on the enrichment and enjoyment of
youth sport programs. In response to this trend, it is necessary to be proactive in creating,
promoting, and sustaining youth sport programs for girls that focus on positive youth
development through sport.
Mission
The BAE team’s mission is to be an authentic, connected, and inspired team that strives for
personal growth and service to others in order to foster the vision of the BAE Sports Summit.
Vision
Our vision for the BAE Sports Summit 2020 is to inspire an open dialogue that prompts
individuals and communities to take action to empower women and girls through sport.
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Meet the BAE Team!

Joseph Mwachullah is a second-year undergraduate student
majoring in Kinesiology at Northern Illinois University. Joseph is
expected to graduate in 2022 and earn a bachelor's degree in
Kinesiology. After, he plans on pursuing his Doctorate of Physical
Therapy. He is also a part of the Exercise Science Club and
recently got accepted into The CHANCE National Honor Society.
As a dream job he hopes to start his own practice of physical
therapy in downtown Chicago. He also volunteers at the YMCA
and local park districts in his hometown. In Belize, he hopes to
help and inspire people to reach all their goals.

Lisa Wajrowski is a third-year undergraduate student studying
Physical Education and minoring in Health at Northern Illinois
University. She is pursuing a bachelor’s degree and is on track to
graduate in the Spring of 2022. She has plans to further her
education and earn a master’s degree in Kinesiology and
Educational Leadership. She is currently the Secretary of the
KNPE Majors Club at NIU. After her bachelor’s studies, she has
high hopes to find a job teaching Physical Education at the High
School level while simultaneously working towards her master’s
Degrees. Her dream is to inspire the youth to live the healthiest
lives they can. She hopes they too can value the unparalleled
benefits from daily exercise and healthy dietary choices.

Kelsey Kunz is a first-year graduate student in the Physical
Education Pedagogy and Curriculum Program at Northern Illinois
University. She received her bachelors from NIU as well in the
field of Health Science with an emphasis on Pre-Physical Therapy
and received a psychology minor. Her collegiate studies in
conjunction with her 7 years of experience coaching secondary
school dance teams in the Northern Illinois area have provided her
with a strong knowledge base for leading female athletes in sports.
Kelsey hopes to become a high school physical education and
health teacher. She looks to instill the love of fitness and sport in
kids from an early age by teaching them fun and enjoyable
lifelong fitness skills.
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Barrett Kaeb is a first-year a graduate student in the Kinesiology
and Physical Education Department at Northern Illinois
University, pursuing a master’s degree in Sport and Exercise
Psychology. He earned his undergraduate degree in Exercise
Science at Illinois State University. Following graduate school, he
plans on pursuing a Doctorate in Health Sciences. His long-term
goal is to become either a college professor, work in health-care
administration, or sports medicine. Barrett currently works with
youth at the Illinois Youth Center in St. Charles as part of NIU’s
Project FLEX. Growing up, he participated in soccer, basketball,
track, and weight-lifting. Barrett has a passion for people and
looks forward to empowering the women and girls of Belize
through sports.
Ben Lee is a fourth-year undergraduate student at Northern
Illinois University, majoring in pre-physiotherapy and kinesiology.
After his graduation in May, he will begin pursuing his Doctorate
in Physical Therapy at NIU in June. In addition to school, Ben has
been coaching basketball at the secondary school level at
Schaumburg Christian School for the past four seasons. Ben is
passionate about building lifelong relationships with players as
well as teaching essential life skills such as communication, trust,
and leadership through sport. Once he is finished with school, he
intends to work as a physiotherapist full time while coaching part
time. Previously, Ben was a part of the Belizean Academic
Experience for the National Sports Council in 2019.

Emma Baumert is a first-year graduate student in the
Kinesiology Department at Northern Illinois University. She
earned her bachelor’s degree in Kinesiology and Sport
Performance in Spring 2019 after completing an internship at
CrossFit AMRAP and CrossFit Level 1 certification. Throughout
the past year, she has earned both her USA Weightlifting Level 1
& 2 certifications and plans to coach and compete in Olympic
weightlifting. She has assisted in research projects and currently is
conducting a study researching athletes’ ability to focus and relax
while receiving neurofeedback training. Overall, her focus is to
use the knowledge she gains in her coursework and related
experiences to pursue a variety of opportunities to help guide
people to live happier and healthier lives. Previously, Emma was a
part of the Belizean Academic Experience for the NSC in 2019.
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Karisa Fuerniss is a certified athletic trainer (sports medicine
professional) who is a doctoral student in the Kinesiology and
Physical Education Department at Northern Illinois University. She
earned a bachelor’s degree in both Athletic Training and in Physical
Education from Northwestern College (Iowa) in 2016 and her
master's degree in Sport and Exercise Psychology from NIU in 2019.
In addition to her Ph.D. studies, she also teaches undergraduate sport
sociology classes at NIU and is the graduate director at a sport-based
youth development, after-school boxing club for middle school girls.
Previously, Karisa helped lead the Belizean Academic Experience
for the National Sports Council in 2019.

Dr. Jenn Jacobs is an assistant professor of sport psychology in the
Department of Kinesiology and Physical Education at Northern
Illinois University. She also serves as the Associate Director of the
Physical Activity and Life Skills (PALS) Group. Her research is
focused on using sport for social change and specifically looking at
how skills learned from sports can be transferred to life. She has
developed or evaluated these types of programs in a variety of
settings, including internationally, and locally through out-of-school
programs, professional sports team outreach clubs, and most recently
within a juvenile detention center for incarcerated male youth.
Kaya Cattouse (Partner) completed her formal education at St.
John’s College Junior College where she attained an Associate
Degree in Sociology. She is currently a sports coordinator working
at the National Sports Council in Belize City. Her job requires her to
do what she loves, that is, imparting values and discipline to youths
through sports. Over the years, she has blossomed into a multi-sport
athlete with a profound interest particularly in cycling, track & field,
football, triathlons, and body building.

Enid Dakers Castillo (Partner) is the senior youth development
officer for the Northern region at the Department of Youth Services
under the Ministry of Education, Youth Sports, and Culture. Enid
attended The University of Belize and received her Associate degree
in Business. Being involved in sports and youth is a big part of her
life, whether playing, or coaching. She has been playing basketball
for over 20 years and has been a part of the Belize National
basketball team representing her country in The Caricom games. She
also played basketball professionally in Mexico for two years and
has played softball and volleyball. Currently, she coaches primary,
secondary, and tertiary female basketball teams.
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Chapter 1:
Ice Breakers and TeamBuilding Activities
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Icebreaker #1: Kelsey’s Hot Seat
Purpose: To foster social interaction, perspective taking, and active listening
Group size: 5-50 people, 4-5 people per group
Time: 15-30 mins
Equipment: one object/ball, one cup of 15 questions, and one “used questions” cup per group
Procedure:
1. Ask students to get into groups according to certain criteria (number of brothers and
sisters, colors of clothing, etc.)
2. If any groups have more than 4 or 5 people in them, have them split into smaller
groups
3. Each group will be given a cup full of pre-made questions
4. The facilitator will say go!
5. The person in the group holding the object is in the “hot seat”: this person will pull out
one question from the cup and have 20 seconds to answer the question. Once they are
done with the question, they will transfer it to the “used questions” cup.
6. The facilitator will say “time” once 20 seconds is up
7. The person in the hot seat will then toss the object to someone new, with 20 seconds on
the clock.
8. The game will continue until all questions are completed
9. Debrief: Sample processing questions
a. What were you able to learn about people in your group?
b. Were you surprised by some of the questions or answers?
c. How did sharing personal experiences with your group make you feel?
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Questions:
1. Tell us about yourself
2. What comes to mind when you hear the word “Love”
3. Tell us about your favorite food
4. Tell us about your greatest accomplishment
5. What is the most useless talent you have
6. What is your favorite alcoholic beverage?
7. Why are you proud to be a Belizean?
8. What is one thing you’d like to change about Belize?
9. What is your favorite sport?
10. Talk about a coach or teacher that influenced you as a youth.
11. Why did you choose to be involved with sport or youth sport?
12. Why did you choose to come to this summit?
13. Tell us about your job.
14. Do you think girls have a lack of interest/participation in sport? If so, why?
15. What about this summit excites you the most?

Ideas for this icebreaker were inspired by a lesson for Dr. James Ressler retrieved from Journey
Towards the Caring Classroom by Laurie S. Frank
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Icebreaker #2: Lisa’s Choose and Converse
Purpose: To foster social interaction whilst finding common ground with others and gaining
perspectives on differences of opinion or preference.
Group size: 8-20
Time: 20-30 minutes
Equipment: None!
Procedure:
1. One activity facilitator will divide a space to a right side and a left side
2. The facilitator will read a prompt with two options. Individuals who pick the first
option will go to the left side, while individuals who pick the second option will go to the
right side.
3. Once the sides are formed, each side will assign a spokesperson. Both sides will then
be prompted to take one specific action step based on their choice.
4. Individuals will constantly be changing sides based on the prompt given by the
coordinator.
5. The prompts can be but are not limited to:
a. Left side: I would rather live in nature
Right side: I would rather live in the city
Action: Come up with one benefit of living in your setting
b. Left side: I prefer dressing casually (dress down)
Right side: I prefer dressing fancy (dress up)
Action: Come up with several reasons why the other group made their choice
c. Left side: Pizza
Right side: Burgers
Action: Come up with a reason why your choice outdoes the other group’s
d. Left side: I’d rather be on stage performing
Right side: I’d rather be in the audience watching
Action: Give three reasons why someone would choose the other choice
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e. Left side: I prefer sugary food
Right side: I prefer salty food
Action: Name some of your favorite snacks based on your choice
f. Left side: Dancing
Right side: Singing
Action: Both groups will give their favorite song AND their favorite dance
6. Debrief: It’s important that we understand why we make certain choices. It is even
more important that we understand and appreciate the perspectives of those who have
different values and beliefs than us. Doing so causes us to challenge the status quo and
push for progress in society.
7. Once the group is comfortable interacting with one another, move on to tougher
prompts such as:
a. Left side: Based on my experiences, I believe gender inequity exists
Right side: Based on my experiences, I do not believe gender inequity exists
Converse:
• Within your groups, share amongst each other why you came to this
side
• Share your reasons with the other group
• Facilitator: allow for rebuttals and facilitate open and honest conversation
b. Left side: Gender inequity has personally affected me
Right side: I have observed gender inequity without being directly affected
Converse:
• Individuals within each group will find a partner from the other group (if
group numbers are uneven, divide up members as evenly as possible)
• With your partner or small group, share your experiences or observations
about gender inequity. How do these experiences/observations make you
feel?

Ideas for this icebreaker were inspired by ideas from Youth Group Games. For more information
go to https://youthgroupgames.com.au/
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Icebreaker #3: Joe’s Silent Lineup
Purpose: To build nonverbal communication skills, to build teamwork, and to see who amongst
a team emerges as leaders.
Group size: 5-20
Time: 10-20 mins
Equipment: None!
Procedure:
1. Rule #1: The objective of this game is to get everyone to line up in a straight line
according to a pre-determined characteristic or category without speaking.
- Even though you can’t speak, it is a game that will illustrate the power of
communication and creativity
- It is going to be interesting to see who will arise as leaders, how teamwork will
play into this, and how creative you can get with your communication!
2. Rule #2: If someone from the group talks, there must be some form of punishment
(group decides form of punishment)
3. Rule #3: The group will have 1 minute to get in order after each statement is made
4. The facilitator will give a pre-determined characteristic or category, moving from easy
statements to harder statements. Examples can include: (If not indicated, orders will be in
alphabetical order)
Easy: Name, height (shortest to tallest), age (oldest to youngest), Birth month
(Jan. – Dec.)
Medium: Favorite sport, favorite animal (by animal size)
5. Once assembled in order or once time has expired, the group will name off their
“answer” to the prompt (height, age, favorite sport, etc.) in the order they are standing in
6. After going through 4-6 statements, take a quick debrief and briefly ask the following
questions:
•
•
•

What were some creative forms of communication used?
Who did you enjoy or not enjoy working with in your group?
Who amongst your group emerged as leaders?
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7. Facilitator will then resume the game and make the following statements about
Gender Equity:
•
•
•

On a scale of 1-10 how accessible do you think sport is to young girls?
On a scale of 1-10 how accessible do you think sport is to
adult/professional females?
How big do you think the gap is between opportunities for males and
opportunities for females to play sports? (Small, medium, large)

8. Facilitator can choose to foster discussion in between each statement. Discussion
questions should promote an open dialogue and could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Why did you choose the number or size you chose?
Would you change your number or size after hearing others’ numbers?
What experiences or evidence would possibly shift your perspective?
How has your perspective changed over your years working with youth?
Does your perspective prompt any action from yourself or others?
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Icebreaker #4: Barrett’s Rice and Beans
Purpose: To create positive energy amongst a group, foster social interaction, and get to know
new friends.
Group size: 8-100
Time: 15-20 minutes
Equipment: None!
Procedure:
1. Facilitator will state the purpose of the game, then explain three (or more) cues and
actions that the group must follow. Cues can be made up or altered based on the context
of the group. Four example cues are given below:
a. “If I say, ‘Rice and Beans!’ link arms with one other person; whoever gets
left over is out.” (if odd number of people left)
b. “If I say, ‘Cow Foot Soup!’ link arms with two other people; whoever gets
left over is out.” (if even number of people left)
c. “If I say, ‘Fry Jack!’ drop on the floor belly-first; last person to drop is out.”
d. “If I say, ‘Ride ‘em cowboy!’ find a partner, who will either sit on your
back or let you sit on their back like a horse and cowboy; whoever gets left
over is out.” (if even number of people left)
2. Facilitator will make sure the audience understands each cue.
3. To start the game, the facilitator will yell, “GO!” Music will start playing and the
group members will start walking around the room in any way.
4. The facilitator will yell the cue and the music will stop. Group members will find a
partner, group of three (or more depending on the cue), or drop to the floor.
5. If the cue involves finding a partner or group, the person who is “left over” or doesn’t
have a partner is “out” and joins the dancer team. This team will dance once the music
starts playing again and everyone else who is “in” is walking around.
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6. If the cue involves finding a partner or group, the facilitator will give a prompt or two
to foster social interaction amongst partners or small groups such as:
a. Tell your partner(s) your name
b. Tell your partner(s) your favorite food
c. Tell your partner(s) your favorite sport
d. Tell your partner(s) your favorite musical artist
7. Once groups are finished sharing the music will start again. Dancers who are “out” will
dance, while others who are “in” will walk around the room again until the next cue is
given.
8. Repeat the process until we are down to 1 winner in the group!
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Icebreaker #5: Group Juggle
Purpose: To build a team’s identity by objectifying the strengths, weaknesses, distractions, and
of the team while playing a fun game!
Group size: 5-12 (or any youth sports team)
Time: 30-45 mins
Equipment: 2 softee balls, 2 koosh balls, 1 rubber animal (or small stuffed animal), 1 small cup
of water
Procedure:
Beginning the Activity:
1. Have entire group stand in circle (leader included)
2. Have each participant put hands out in front of them facing palms up (cupped
together to receive ball)
3. When participant receives ball, have them introduce self and tell something
interesting about themselves (i.e. favorite ___? __, most fun thing they did this
summer, what they are looking forward to most about __? __, etc…. Facilitator
chooses this topic)
4. When participant receives ball, make sure they remember who they received
the ball from and who they pass it to. (The group is establishing an order for the
balls to be passed in for this activity).
5. After sharing their name and other answer(s), they toss the ball to another
person across the circle who still has their hands out. (After receiving the ball,
participant drops their hands.)
6. Be sure to toss the ball ACROSS the circle (not to the person directly on your
right or left)
7. This process continues until everyone has received the ball.
8. Facilitator should be included in circle, but make sure you are the last one to
receive the ball.
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Continuing the Activity:
1. Once order has been established, begin by telling the group you are going to let
them review the order they just established. Then you toss the softee ball to the
first person and they continue passing it on until it goes through the entire order.
2. Once group has remembered the order, introduce another ball. See if they can
keep two softee balls going through the order at one time (facilitator starts by
tossing first ball to first person, wait a couple seconds and then toss the second
one to the first person).
3. After passing the balls around a couple times through the order, facilitator
should collect the balls as they come to him/her. Then ask the group if they think
they can remember the order in reverse. Let them practice the reverse order using
the koosh ball.
4. Once they have practiced the order in reverse, tell them that the softee balls will
go forward and they will represent strengths that the participants bring to the
group/team. Tell them also that the koosh balls will travel in reverse order and
will represent baggage that participants can bring to the group/team. If needed,
facilitator can hand the balls to various people in the group and then say “go”.
They start passing the balls in the appropriate order.
5. After the balls have passed through the order a couple of times (and while the
group is still having fun), facilitator will gradually begin collecting all the balls as
they are tossed to him/her.
6. When facilitator has collected all the balls, he/she will introduce two new
items.
a. First introduce a cup of water that will need to be passed CLOCKWISE
around the circle without spilling any water. The cup of water represents
the group’s/team’s mission.
b. Then introduce the rubber/stuffed animal, which will be passed
COUNTER-CLOCKWISE around the circle. The animal represents
distractions that come along our way that can distract us from the mission.
7. Distribute all 4 balls to different participants to begin, facilitator will keep the
cup and the animal. When the facilitator says “go” all items begin being passed in
their appropriate direction (softee balls forward, koosh balls backward, cup of
water clockwise, animal counter-clockwise). Continue this process until the
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mission has passed around the circle 2 or 3 times. Then gradually the facilitator
will collect the balls as they come to him/her.
Suggested Debriefing Topics/Questions
1. How did we do in passing the balls, getting the mission around the circle?
2. What were some positives you noticed about our team during our group juggle?
3. What were some negatives you noticed about our team?
4. Then take each item one at a time and have the group talk about that item as it
relates to their group/team
a. Hold up a softee ball: Tell me about what strengths you or others bring
to this team?
b. Hold up a koosh ball: What are some potential weaknesses or baggage
that you could bring to this team?
c. Hold up animal: What are some potential distractions to this team’s
success?
d. Hold up cup of water: What is our team’s mission?
5. How do our strengths, weaknesses, and distractions affect their ability to
accomplish their mission? (either for the positive or the negative).
6. Now that you have identified potential baggage and distractions, what
adjustments do we need to make as a team to prevent these things from hindering
their ability to accomplish their mission?
7. How can we capitalize on their strengths to accomplish our mission?
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Icebreaker #6: Karisa’s Picture Card Reflection
Purpose: To foster deeper reflection through asking a series of questions and having participants
respond by choosing a picture to answer the question and then explaining why they choose it
Group Size: 2-12 people
Time: 5-30 minutes
Equipment: 1 set of Soularium picture cards
Procedure:
1. Prepare a series of question that you would like your team to discuss, typically starting
with introduction questions and progressing to questions that require greater vulnerability
and depth (see below for examples of series of questions).
2. Spread out the 50 pictures on the floor, and have the group sit in a circle around the cards.
3. Ask the first question, and have each participant choose one or two cards that helps them
answer the question.
4. Go around circle and have each person share what they see in the picture and explain how
it connects to the question.
5. Continue this process for each question.
Example Questions for Team Getting to Know You Activity
1. Which two images would you choose to describe your life right now?
a. What do each of these images represent about your life?
2. Which two images represent what you wish were a part of your life right now?
a. What desire does each image represent?
Example Questions for After Basketball Practice Focused on Life Skill of Communication
1. Which two images demonstrate what it was like for our team to practice communication
today?
2. Which two images show how we want our team communication to grow?
Examples Questions from BAE Sports Summit
1. Which picture represents what you learned about gender equity from the summit?
2. Which picture represents an action step that you will take as you leave the summit?
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Chapter 2:
Summit Presentations
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#0: Terms and Themes

Reverse It

Jenn Jacobs, PhD

Move the Fence

Transfer

Karisa Fuerniss, M.S.Ed., ATC
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#1: The Power of Sport
REMEMBER:
Sport is a UNIVERSAL RIGHT:
Sport is a POWERFUL TOOL:
The 9 TARE Tools:
1. Modeling Respect: Coach addresses each youth by their name, makes eye contact,
listens, recognizes, and praises success, does not tolerate bullying or degrading
conversation.
2. Setting Expectations: Coach makes plans for each activity clear, is explicit and
consistent about behavioral norms, and gives clear objectives and goals.
3. Providing Opportunities for Success: Coach structures and customizes lesson so that
all youths can successfully participate and succeed, if they give appropriate effort, no
matter their age, skill level, or experience.
4. Fostering Social Interaction: Coach has youths work together in groups and work to
solve problems, give feedback, and learn skills.
5. Assigning Responsibility: Coach assigns specific administrative responsibilities to
youths such as cleaning equipment, managing water, making sure everyone has their
jersey, or setting up chairs before the game.
6. Developing Leadership: Coach allows youths to lead familiar activities or drills,
assigns team captains and peer coaches. Coach also oversees and mentors leaders of the
team by giving affirmation and constructive feedback.
7. Giving Choices and Voices: Coach allows youths to have a say in decisions
traditionally made by the coach
8. Involving Youths in Assessment: Coach allows youths to assess the performance of
themselves or their peers after an activity, practice, or game.
9. Transferring Sport to Life: Coach takes time to explain to youths how skills
necessary to succeed can be used at home, school or in their social lives. Coach
emphasizes the importance of these skills over the importance of winning.

Barrett Kaeb and Ben Lee
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#2: Group Panel:
Success and Challenge Stories
Facilitators: Joe Mwachullah, Enid Dakers Castillo
Panelists: Jasmine Armstrong, Kay-De Vaughn, Tariq Cano, Kandice Morrison

Notes from panel:

What are your 3 big takeaways from the panel?
1.

2.

3.
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#3: Brainstorming Barriers
Prompt: Fill in the fence with any barriers that you, your organization, or
programs may be facing that hinder you from accomplishing your mission

Kelsey Kunz and Emma Baumert

Understand

Act

What does this imply? What could this
be due to?

Where can we go from here? What do
we do?

A group of 3 girls who are always kicking
around a football near the field where
your team practices

Maybe they don’t have a team to play
on? They are hesitant to ask?

Introduce myself. Ask where they go to
school and if they’d be interested in
playing on a team.

A lack of female athletes in the spotlight
for young girls to see and role model.

Need for
Opportunity

Need for
Recognition

Need for
Leadership

What do we observe around us? What is
the reality?

Example

See

Need for
Funding

Issue

#4: FACING CHANGE HEAD ON

People believe there’s no local interest
for women to play basketball after
secondary school

Sponsors don’t provide equal prize
money for men and women in the Belize
cycling classic
Attract media attention to the lack of women in
coaching positions; petition government officials
to hire more female coaches; use US coaching
examples in professional leagues to convince
organizations to “go with the trend”

See
What do we observe around us? What
is the reality?

Understand
What does this imply? What could this
be due to?

Act
Where can we go from here? What do we
do?

Your example

Your example

Your example

Issue
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Lisa Wajrowski &Dr. Jenn Jacobs

#5: FUNDING AND COLLABORATION
This session was a large group discussion facilitated by Mr.
Emerson Baptist of Humana People to People Belize and did not
include a handout.

#6: Action planning
Organization:
Desired Change:
Collaborating Organization(s):
Action Steps

What needs to be
done?

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

By Whom

Who will take
actions?

By When

By what date will
the action be
done?

Resources and Support
Available/Needed

Resources
Available

Resources
Needed

Potential Barriers or
Resistance

Communication Plan
for Implementation

What individuals and
organizations might
resist? How?

What individuals and
organizations should
be informed
about/involved with
these actions?

Chapter 3:
Introductory Sport Clinics for
Girls
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Day 1: TARE Bingo!
STATION: __________________________________
Setting
Expectations

Giving Choices
and Voices

Opportunities for Modeling Respect
Success

Involving Youths
in Assessment

Fostering Social
Interaction

Setting
Expectations

Involving Youths
in Assessment

Developing
Leadership

Modeling Respect

Transfer

Assigning
Responsibility

FREE
SPACE

Fostering Social
Interaction

Setting
Expectations

Modeling Respect

Opportunities for
Success

Giving Choices
and Voices

Transfer

Fostering Social
Interaction

Opportunities for
Success

Fostering Social
Interaction

Developing
Leadership

Modeling Respect

Assigning
Responsibility
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Day 2: TARE Bingo!
STATION: ___________________________________
Assigning
Responsibility

Fostering Social
Interaction

Opportunities for Modeling Respect
Success

Setting
Expectations

Fostering Social
Interaction

Developing
Leadership

Involving Youths
in Assessment

Transfer

Opportunities for
Success

FREE
SPACE

Fostering Social
Interaction

Setting
Expectations

Modeling Respect

Setting
Expectations

Transfer

Giving Choices
and Voices

Fostering Social
Interaction

Developing
Leadership

Giving Choices
and Voices

Modeling Respect

Involving Youths
in Assessment

Setting
Expectations

Opportunities for Modeling Respect
Success
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Day 3: TARE Bingo!
STATION: ___________________________________
Developing
Leadership

Giving Choices
and Voices

Opportunities for Modeling Respect
Success

Assigning
Responsibility

Fostering Social
Interaction

Opportunities for
Success

Transfer

Setting
Expectations

Modeling Respect

Involving Youths
in Assessment

Assigning
Responsibility

FREE
SPACE

Fostering Social
Interaction

Setting
Expectations

Modeling Respect

Developing
Leadership

Giving Choices
and Voices

Involving Youths
in Assessment

Fostering Social
Interaction

Setting
Expectations

Fostering Social
Interaction

Modeling Respect

Opportunities for
Success

Transfer
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Emma’s Warm-Up
Coach: Emma Baumert
Introduction: We are strong GIRLS.

Grow:

better yourself everyday

Inspire:

lift each other up

Respect:

show kindness and consideration to yourself and others

Learn:

try something new/don’t be afraid to make mistakes

Strong is beautiful:

inside & out

Activity: “I Like All My Friends Who…”
Purpose: Warm up for activity while getting to know each other and having fun
Instructions:
1. Get in a big circle and have each girl draw a circle on the ground with chalk
2. One leader will be in the center of the circle. It is the leader’s job to come up with an
activity/hobby/characteristic that they have & relates to other people in the group
3. While everyone is standing, the leader will pick an exercise (ex: 5 jumping jacks) then say, “I
like all my friends who…” (example: “I like all my friends who have siblings”)
4. Anyone in the circle who relates to the saying gets to perform the exercise then move to another
circle on the ground to claim their new spot. The challenge is that there is one less spot than there
are participants, so you have to think fast & move fast or else you’ll end up in the middle!

Exercises:
Jumping jacks
Air squats
Burpees
Lunges
Push ups
Sit ups

Notes:
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Station #1: Football
Coaches: Barrett Kaeb, Miriam Villamil, Jasmine Armstrong

1. Introductions:
- Who likes to play football? who watches football? why play football?
- “My name is _______ and I like to __________”

2. Soccer Skills:
- Touches on ball, passing ball, dribbling
- Allow students to demonstrate these skills

3. Circle Passing:

4. Dribbling Drill:

5. Scrimmage:

6. Debrief and Celebrations:
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Station #2: Volleyball
Coaches: Lisa Wajrowski and Selmo Rivero

1. Introduction:
a. What we are going to do:
b. What our purpose/goals are:

2. Activity:
a. Bump pass:

b. Set:

c. Game:

3. Debrief and Celebrations:
a. What did we learn today?

b. Who do you want to celebrate and why?
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Station #3: Basketball
Coaches: Joe Mwachullah, Enid Dakers, Joeline Williams, Darcel James

1. Dribbling:
a. Teach:
1) Right hand pound dribble:
2) Left hand pound dribble:
3) Arm bar
4) Focus on keeping your eyes/head up
b. Activity: Dribble Knockout

c. Activity: Cone Relay

2. Shooting:
a. Teach:
1) Set feet
2) Hand placement
3) Shooting window
b. Activity: Jumpshot Knockout

3. Debrief and Celebrations:
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Station #4: Dance
Coaches: Kelsey Kunz, Andrea O’Brien

1. Introductions
- Questions: who loves music, dance, and Tik-Tok?
- What is sport? Why dance? Why fitness?

2. Activity:
a. Target Tempo:

b. Teach routine:

3. Debrief and Celebrations
a. Why dance? Why sport? Why fitness?
b. What did we learn today?
c. Shoutouts and break down
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Appendix: Additional Resources for
Youth Sports in Belize
Belize National Sports Council
Email: nscbel@btl.net
Phone: 501-223-2001
Facebook: NSC Belize

Belize Department of Youth Services
Email: departmentofyouthservices@gmail.com
Phone: 501-207-0773
Facebook: Department of Youth Services

Dr. Jennifer Jacobs
Email: jmjacobs@niu.edu

Karisa Fuerniss
Email: kfuerniss1@niu.edu

Ben Lee
Email: benlee325@gmail.com
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NEW ORGANIZATION’S/PARTNER’S
CONTACT INFORMATION
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

